Using the analysis of the magnetization data in the α-and β-phases of copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) samples, the electronic state of Cu and exchange interactions are reported. After verifying the crystal structure of the powder samples using X-ray diffraction, the temperature dependence (2-250 K) of the magnetization M of both samples was measured in magnetic field H = 1 kOe and isothermally at 2 and 5 K in H up to 90 kOe. The data were analyzed first using the modified Curie- 
I. INTRODUCTION
T RANSITION-METAL-SUBSTITUTED phthalocyanines (MPc with M = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, and Cu) are planar molecular semiconductors with strong absorption in the UV-visible range. Consequently, they have been of considerable interest for potential applications in solar cells, organic LEDs, transistors, gas sensors, and storage devices [1] , [2] . Recent work using density functional theory (DFT) and scanning tunneling microscopy of MPc adsorbed on Ag (100) surface has indicated inadequacy of Hunds' Rules to predict the electronic and magnetic properties of MPc [3] . The electronic structure of CuPc has become of particular recent interest for applications in spintronics [4] . Although CuPc is a semiconductor, the magnitude of its bandgap is still controversial, the reported magnitudes varying between 1.5 and 2.3 eV [5] .
A careful analysis of the data of magnetization M as a function of temperature T and magnetic field H can provide valuable information on the electronic state of a material [6] . For CuPc, Heutz et al. [7] reported such data but only in the limited temperature range of 2-12 K. Therefore, in this paper, we report measurements of the magnetization versus temperature (2-250 K) and in magnetic fields up to 90 kOe of powder samples of both α-CuPc and β-CuPc in order to understand the nature of magnetism in CuPc. Analysis of the M versus T data is first done in terms of the modified Curie-Weiss (CW) law, χ = χ o + C/(T + θ), yielding good fit only for T > 4 K with spin S = 1/2 characteristic of Cu 2+ and θ = 2.3 K (0.2 K) for α-CuPc (β-CuPc). Next, the data of M versus T are fitted to the predictions of the Bonner-Fisher [8] 
The isothermal data of M versus H up to 90 kOe at 2 and 5 K are analyzed taking exchange coupling into account and the large differences in the exchange coupling between the two phases of CuPc are discussed in terms of the differences in their crystal structures. Details of these results and their analysis and discussion are presented as follows.
II. SAMPLES AND THEIR STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION
The CuPc powder was purchased from Alfa Aesar (stock #43650). The X-ray diffraction (XRD) of this sample was performed using PANalytical X'Pert Pro X-ray diffractometer with monochromatic Cu-Kα radiation of wavelength λ = 0.15418 nm (Fig. 1) . The analysis of the XRD pattern showed the structure matched perfectly with that of 0018-9464 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. α-CuPc ( Fig. 2 ) having space group C2/c with four molecules per unit cell of the monoclinic structure and lattice parameters: 1) a = 2.592 nm; 2) b = 0.379 nm; 3) c = 2.392 nm; and 4) β = 90.4° [9] , [10] . A part of this sample was then annealed in flowing N 2 gas at 350°C for 3 h to convert it to the β-phase following the procedure described in [1] . The XRD of the annealed sample, also shown in Fig. 1 , confirmed the conversion to the β-phase having space group P2 1 /a and two molecules per unit cell of the monoclinic structure ( Fig. 2 ) with lattice parameters: 1) a = 1.9407 nm; 2) b = 0.479 nm; 3) c = 1.4628 nm; and 4) β = 120.56° [11] , [12] , [1] . Note that all the observed lines in Fig. 1 for both phases could be indexed using the respective parameters listed above although the Miller indices of only the most prominent lines are shown in Fig. 1 to avoid overcrowding the figures. Other notable features shown in Fig. 2 are the molecular structure of CuPc and the unit cells of the two structures, with the volume of the unit cell of α-CuPc with four molecules per unit cell about twice that of β-CuPc with two molecules per unit cell. The Cu-Cu chain is along the b-axis with Cu-Cu distance of 0.379 nm (0.479 nm) and the stack angle δ = 65°(45°) for the α(β) phase [13] . These structural differences are used later to interpret the observed differences in the measured magnetic properties of the two phases of CuPc. Scanning electron microscopy of α-CuPc in Fig. 3(a) shows particles of ∼30 nm size, whereas β-CuPc has rod-like morphology [ Fig. 3(b) ].
III. RESULTS FROM MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS, ANALYSIS, AND DISCUSSION
Measurements of the magnetization M as a function of temperature T and magnetic field H were performed using a physical property measurement system (PPMS) manufactured by Quantum Design Inc. The temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility χ = (M/H ) for both α-CuPc and β-CuPc samples measured at H = 1 kOe is shown in Fig. 4 with the solid lines showing fits to the modified CW law, χ = χ o + C/(T + θ), where χ o = −2.96 × 10 −6 emu/gOe is the diamagnetic contribution estimated from the hightemperature limit by plotting χ versus 1/T and extrapolating to the limit 1/T = 0. The diamagnetic contributions to χ o come from H 2 Pc as well as the sample holder used in the measurements although the effects of χ o are only noticeable at the higher temperatures. From Fig. 4 (solid lines) representing fits to the CW law, it is evident that for α-CuPc, the data do not fit the CW law below about 4 K, whereas for β-CuPc, the fit to the CW law is quite good down to 2 K, the lowest temperature attainable in these experiments. Knowing that C = Nμ 2 /3 k B where N is the number of magnetic ions per gm, μ is the magnetic moment per ion, and k B is the Boltzmann constant, the evaluated C = 7.96 × 10 −4 emu-K/gOe for α-CuPc yields magnetic moment μ = 1.9145 μ B which in turn yields S = 1/2 and g = 2.21 using μ 2 = g 2 S(S + 1)μ 2 B , as predicted for Cu 2+ in α-CuPc by the DFT calculations in [3] . In addition, θ = 2.3 K shows AFM Cu 2+ -Cu 2+ exchange coupling which is also evident by deviations from the CW law for T <4 K in Fig. 4 . Using the similar procedure for β-CuPc and the fitted C = 7.2 × 10 −4 emu-K/gOe, yields μ = 1.8221 μ B , spin S = 1/2, and g = 2.10. The magnitude of θ = 0.2 K in β-CuPc shows a considerable weaker AFM Cu 2+ -Cu 2+ exchange coupling in this system.
The chain configuration of the CuPc molecules along the b-axis is evident from Fig. 2 . Consequently, the data of χ versus T are next fitted to the predictions of the Bonner-Fisher model [8] for a spin S = 1/2 linear chain with Heisenberg AFM exchange-coupling J defined by the Hamiltonian H = J S i · S i+1 . Following Eggert et al. [14] and Feyerherm et al. [15] , the variation of χ versus T for a linear chain model S = 1/2 system with AFM coupling parameter
is given by χ(T ) = (C/T )F(x)
with:
Here, C = Ng 2 μ 2 B /4k B is the usual Curie constant for S = 1/2. Note that for x = 0, χ = C/T yielding the usual Curie-law as expected. In Fig. 5 , the fits of the data of χ versus T to the predictions of this model for both α-CuPc and β-CuPc are shown as solid lines with J/k B = 3.4 K (0.4 K) for α-CuPc (β-CuPc), with uncertainty of 0.1 K in the magnitudes of J/k B . In these fits, the magnitude of J was varied until the best fit was obtained in the whole temperature range. Excellent fits are obtained in both cases with the model correctly showing the broad maximum indicated in the χ versus T data for α-CuPc. For β-CuPc, the broad maximum is predicted to occur near T = 0.25 K [ Fig. 5 (inset) ] because of the lower magnitude of J/k B = 0.4 K in this system. Since the Cu 2+ -Cu 2+ exchange interaction requires overlap of the wave functions of neighboring Cu 2+ ions either directly or through the intervening N atoms, this order of magnitude difference in the magnitude of J/k B is likely due to the smaller Cu-Cu distance in the α-phase than in β-phase (Fig. 2) . The difference in the stack angles δ of the two phases may also be an important factor (see Fig. 2 ). The recent calculations in [16] using DFT have predicted J/k B = 2.6 K (0.28 K) for α-CuPc (β-CuPc). Our experimentally measured values of J/k B for both systems are ∼30% larger than the DFT predictions (the use of 2 J by Wu et al. versus J here in the definition of exchange constant has been considered in this comparison). For S = 1/2, the temperature T max where the maximum in χ versus T occurs is given by J/k B 1.6 T max for the linear chain Bonner-Fisher model, whereas J/k B 1.1 T max for 2-D square lattice [17] . The CW law can be derived from (1) [17] .
The isothermal data of M versus H up to H = 90 kOe and measured at 2 K and 5 K for both samples are shown in Fig. 6 . In the absence of exchange interaction (θ = 0), the data of M versus H are expected to fit the Brillouin function variation for S = 1/2. In Eq. (2), we have now included the effect of exchange interaction by including θ analogous to the CW law [6] 
Efforts to fit the data with θ = 0 led to highly unsatisfactory fits especially for α-CuPc because of the larger magnitude of θ ; and hence larger exchange interaction in this system. Next, the data are fitted with θ = 2.3 K (α-phase) and θ = 0.2 K (β-phase) in analogy with the CW law noted earlier, yielding good fits to the data and M o = 10.1 emu/g (9 emu/g) at 2 K (5 K) for α-CuPc and M o = 9.7 emu/g (9.4 emu/g) at 2 K (5 K) for β-CuPc. The calculated magnitude of M o = Ngμ B S = 10.7 emu/g for α-CuPc and M o = 10.2 emu/g for β-CuPc at 0 K using S = 1/2 and g = 2.21 (2.10) evaluated earlier for α-CuPc (β-CuPc). This discrepancy of few percent between the calculated and experimental magnitudes of M o likely results from lack of saturation at 2 K and from the effects of zero-point spin deviations known to exist in antiferromagnetically coupled systems [18] .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Detailed analysis of magnetization versus temperature data in α-and β-CuPc is presented in terms of the CW variation and the predictions of the Bonner-Fisher model for a Heisenberg linear chain of antiferromagnetically coupled S = 1/2 systems. These results show Cu 2+ as the electronic state of Cu in both systems with magnitude of the exchange constant J/k B = 3.4 K in α-CuPc significantly larger than that in β-CuPc with J/k B = 0.4 K. A correlation between the ranges of validity of the CW variation with that of the Bonner-Fisher model is established. The isothermal data of M versus H at 2 K and 5 K are interpreted by including the effect of exchange interaction. The difference in the magnitudes of the exchange constants in the two systems is qualitatively related to differences in their crystal structures. Finally, these results show that both α-and β-CuPc are good examples of antiferromagnetically coupled Heisenberg linear chains with spin S = 1/2 and negligible interchain coupling.
